INCLUDED
✓ Exclusive Spree terrace
✓ Banquet and conference seating
✓ Standing tables with covers
✓ High-quality outdoor lounge furniture
✓ Beamer & canvas screens
✓ Ethernet & WIFI connection
✓ Professional light and sound
equipment
✓ Indoor & outdoor high current

CATERING
Our professional in-house team de
cuisine with their long-standing years of
experience are passionate about creating
culinary highlights at every event. When
selecting regional suppliers and products,
sustainability is particularly important to
us. Whether you choose fiery BBQ buffets,
flying fingerfood or delicious menues, our
chef de cuisine creates true delicacies.
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NEW
ULTIMO | NEW ROOMS NEW POSSIBILITIES
Air-conditioned meeting rooms for small groups

The new conference rooms at the
Spreespeicher offer limitless opportunities for every event. The movable partition walls in combination with six seating
arrangements make various room combinations possible and adjust individually to every event. No matter if meetings,
conferences or corporate events, these
air-conditioned facilities make every
event with at least 10 guests possible.
The new and air-conditioned rooms also
qualify as an ideal addition to any major
event. Whether you need a backstage
section, catering space or wardrobe,
the flexible seperatable rooms adapt to
your individual wishes.
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2C SPREEQUARTIER
Industrial charme meets modernity

Surprisingly, the smallest location at
the Spreespeicher will astonish your
guests the most. The combination
of industrial elements like freestanding masonry and modern charme
meets high quality furniture and
professional
technical
equipment.
The 2C Spreequartier can celebrate wedddings, hold press conferences or present itself as a showroom
venue you need for your elegant evening event. The sun terrace and direct
access to the east harbour complete
the concept.
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CAPITOL YARD GOLF LOUNGE
A hole in one for the perfect event

Are you planning a private party or
a company event? In this case, the
Capitol Yard Golf Lounge is a perfect
location for you. This classy location
is light-flooded and guaranteed to
amaze your guests.
Especially for sports fans this is exactly
the right location to choose. Practice
teeing off the ball directly into the river
Spree or practice your swing with the
indoor golf simulator. Modern lounge
atmosphere, in sunlight shimmering
wooden floors, various seating arrangements and the original brick walls of
the landmarked building amke for the
unique atmosphere in the Capitol Yard
Golf Lounge.
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030 EVENTLOFT
More space for big ideas

Not only the great geographical location
right at the Spree characterizes the 030
Eventloft - it is its complete concept with
the floor-to-ceiling window front which
offers an amazing view onto the riverside spree terrace, the historic brick walls
and the classic wooden floors that make
for a unique atmosphere in this location.
The highlight of the 030 Eventloft are the
three different sized rooms, which can be
booked individually. The rooms can be
combined through movable glass doors,
to create a loft with a total size of 700m ².
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SPREESPEICHER
Event and Congress Centre
in Berlin
Spreespeicher - an unique location for
successful events with view onto the
Oberbaumbrücke at Berlin`s Eastern Harbour. Located in the trendy media district
Friedrichshain, not far from MTV, Universal Music, the Mercedes -Benz Arena and
the East Side Gallery - the longest remaining part of the Berlin Wall - the Spreespeicher is the unique place for inspiring
events. The distinctive architecture of the
landmarked warehouse looks back on a
history of over 100 years and gives the
building a unique appearance.

SPREE

BERLIN

Ostbahnhof
Warschauer Str.

TXL

SPREESPEICHER

Location
Local transport:
Warschauer Straße
(S-Bahn and underground station)

Ostkreuz

Long-distance travel:
Ostkreuz
Ostbahnhof (ICE conncetion)

SXF

Airport:
Just 20 minutes from Berlin Schönefeld
Just 25 minutes from Berlin-Tegel
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Stralauer Allee 2, 10245 Berlin
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Tel. 030 - 814 590 700
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www.spreespeicher-events.de

